NōKabuki

Benoit Cançoin – Korhan Erel – Andrew Levine
Friday, October 16 at Centro Sociale – Sternstraße 2, 20357 Hamburg
Concerts at 20:00 and 18:00 for U20
Few words–free music. (Andrew Levine)
“I’ve played (and still play from time to time) classical music, jazz, contemporary music with passion.
Then the world of sounds–‘noise world’–envelops me; a world of emotion, beauty, hardness, hope, a
world that still surprises me after many years... and to cover it the vehicle I prefer is improvisation…”
(Benoit Cançoin)
“I like limitations. Like each equipment has it’s own limitations and possibilities and I like to work
with those–around those sometimes because they also have some shortcomings.” (Korhan Erel)

Biographies
“You have to enter on tiptoe. Accept the sensitive. Take the risk. Benoit Cancoin is one of those
double bassists who never stop questioning the instrument. A sensitive laboratory to be more
precise.
Benoit Cancoin rubs, erases, awakens or bleeds the rope, duplicates the axes, cracks, streaks, saws,
screeches, cries, tears apart, martyrs, grunts, hails, offers Nothing else - and this is already a lot - than
a soap opera of the tender and sensitive intertwined.
Benoit Cancoin's solos are made without artifices external to his double bass, his bow, his fingers. He
always chooses not to prepare anything in advance, if not to always explore the sonic possibilities
further. of this astonishing instrument linked to this other astonishing tool that is the bow.” (Philippe
Romanoni)

Korhan Erel is an electronic musician, improviser, sound designer based in Berlin. They play
electronic instruments using various controllers, and compose, perform music and design sounds for
dance, theater, installations and film. Among their projects is the trio The Liz. They play in the new
music ensemble Trickster Orchestra and jazz ensemble Istanbul Composers Orchestra. They have
been playing since 2011 in duo with prepared bass player Gunnar Lettow.
Korhan is a founding member of Islak Köpek (2005 – 2017), Turkey’s pioneer free improvisation
group, which is regarded as the band that started the free improvisation scene in Turkey.
Korhan has had three residencies at STEIM (Center for research & development of instruments &
tools for performers) in Amsterdam, where he studied use of sensors in music performance and
instrument design. He was a guest composer at the Electronic Music Studios in Stockholm in
January 2011.
Korhan has ten CD releases on FMR (UK), Gruenrekorder (Germany), Creative Sources Records
(Portugal), Evil Rabbit Records (Netherlands/Germany), A.K. Müzik (Turkey), Müzik Hayvanı (Turkey)
and Kukuruku Recordings (Greece) as well as several digital releases.

Andrew Levine, born in New York city began playing the violin at the age of six. He sang in several
choirs and from 1986 on studied voice as a solo tenor and alto. M.A. in Computational Linguistics
and Cognitive Psychology at the University of Trier. Lived in Berlin for several years; now residing in
Hamburg.
Video productions since 1998, from 2003 with an increasing focus on live concert recordings of
classical and contemporary music with his mobile studio and label "blumlein records". In 2014
Andrew was awarded the Goldener Bobby–classical music, instrumental–by the Verband Deutscher
Tonmeister for a recording of the improvising Quatuor BRAC.
Since 2010, Andrew plays the Theremin, mostly in free improvising configurations. He expanded the
sonic spectrum in 2017 through the use of an analog synthesiser as voice for his Theremin and in
2019 by the integration of a STEIM Cracklebox. Later that year he added a Haken Audio Continuum
Fingerboard to his set.
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